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With the vigorous development of the advertising industry, advertising in the era of intelligent media fills all aspects of our lives, and more and more intelligent media are applied to the advertising industry. The current three-dimensional advertising and interactive advertising are too fragmented in form, with three-dimensional advertising having a strong sense of three-dimensionality but lacking interactivity and interactive advertising having strong interactivity but lacking visual attraction. How to integrate 3D advertising and interactive advertising in order to make advertising in the future has greater development potential and market, whether in the visual or interactive experience can attract the target consumers becomes very necessary. It is found that VR technology has a wide range of application prospects, and intelligent media advertising mediated by VR technology follows the trend of advertising industry development. This thesis uses VR (virtual reality) technology as a medium to study the integration of 3D advertising and interactive advertising in the smart media era. In the second phase, the development direction of VR as an advertising medium in the era of intelligent media is identified. The research on the integration of 3D animated ads and interactive ads under VR technology is launched, and the research on 3D stereoscopic and interactive design of advertisements in the era of smart media is a reflection and exploration of the future language of advertising design. And through the comparison with traditional advertising, it is concluded that the aesthetic subject of VR advertising is "polycentric," the aesthetic object. Then, we analyze the theoretical roots of the formation of the aesthetic characteristics of VR advertising from three levels: media technology, communication theory, and audience psychology. Finally, we return to the general environment of visual culture and explore the deconstruction of visual culture by the aesthetic characteristics of VR advertising in three levels: "symbol collapse," "audience reshaping," and "immersive communication."

1. Introduction

The continuous development of advertising media, in the practical sense, can make the form of advertising more three-dimensional and interactive; with the continuous change of advertising media, VR (virtual reality) technology has become the media of the intelligent media era; virtual reality (VR) technology is a new image technology that integrates three-dimensional sense of picture and interactive forms, is an important direction for the future development of advertising, and is also one of the current hot topics of image research [1]. Since the emergence of advertising media, there have been different media in different times, from print media to radio media, from TV media to computer media, in the era of intelligent media with interactive functions of cell phone media, and finally developed to three-dimensional advertising and interactive advertising integration of VR media [2]. At present, VR advertising has a unique advantage; at the end of 2016, the famous international virtual advertising company, Airpush, released the world’s first research report on the effectiveness of VR advertising. Based on objective data, the researchers quantified the effectiveness of VR advertising versus traditional advertising [3]. The report describes: "If VR is used as the technical support for the advertising effect, advertising will increase by 1.5 to 1.8 times, especially in terms of product memory, VR-based advertising as a new type of advertising message will increase the message memory effect by 5 times and advertising message sharing will increase by 2 times. As the cycle of media replacement becomes
shorter and shorter, the advertising industry itself should adapt to the general trend and make changes to itself [4].”

It is of great relevance to provide rich information for advertisers to create VR advertisements, to analyze the existing technical bottlenecks and future development expectations for technology platforms, and to guide the correct perception of VR advertisements for advertising audiences [5]. Visual culture is an interdisciplinary and emerging term that involves many disciplines such as literature, art, and philosophy. The study of visual culture as a systematic theory began in the West in the 1980s, while visual culture as a research branch was really grafted into the field of communication after the 1990s [6]. After human beings left the traditional tribal society of “face-to-face communication” and “oral transmission,” and after the birth of writing, the communication of information began to be done through media. The printing press realized the visualization of spoken expression, and the radio, television, and Internet after the printing press all made the enhancement of the “visualization” of information the ultimate goal of technological change [7]. The popularity of visual culture is in line with the pace of media technology, and because visual communication is inseparable from the role of media, visual culture research has become an important area of media research. At present, the number of consumers using traditional media is decreasing, and there is a lack of supply and demand between functional distribution and consumer demand [8]. According to the statistical analysis of relevant data, mobile terminals account for 38%, computer terminals account for 35%, TV media accounts for 16%, and paper media only accounts for 11% of the forms in which consumers get advertisements, and people over 50 years old are bit traditional media consumers. In addition, the traditional media also lacks technical support and is not strong enough for development. The media is single, information is scarce, information is closed, and advertising requires technical processing [9]. However, in the era of growing intelligent media, on the one hand, advertising presents the characteristics of audience communication, dispersal communication, and infinite communication, and on the other hand, consumer needs are becoming more and more personalized, participation and interaction are becoming stronger, and the concept of experience is becoming more and more diversified [10]. Under the radical change of the external situation of advertising, many traditional advertisements still follow a single boring communication mode, and the development situation, theme setting, language mode, means of communication, skill innovation, situation layout, and other aspects do not follow the trend to keep up with the frontier of technological development, which leads to the advantages of traditional media decreasing compared with intelligent media [11]. One of the main reasons why traditional advertising is difficult to develop is that there is no key technology support and a lack of wisdom media technology-oriented advertising such as three-dimensional, interactive experience, ergonomics, and personalized services, which is out of touch with the times in terms of technological innovation [12].

Three-dimensional production technology is not the only way of film and television advertising production; in film and television advertising, we have to correctly play the computer’s three-dimensional technology in order to effectively highlight its highlights, so that the production level of film and television advertising and the creation of the magnitude of greater improvement. In the computer three-dimensional technology performance level, will focus on the consideration of film and television advertising production supply and demand, for some live-action risk factor is large, it is difficult to take the content of the field, can consider using three-dimensional technology to produce. In short, in the production process of film and television advertising to rational use of three-dimensional technology only by making appropriate use of the benefits of three-dimensional technology can we give full play to the appeal of three-dimensional technology and make the explosive power of film and television advertising enter a new stage. This paper takes advertising aesthetics as a research clue, analyzes the subject of advertising aesthetics, the object of advertising aesthetics, and the standard of advertising aesthetics, and seizes the core of advertising marketing from the audience’s point of view, and the conclusions and proposed development strategies provide reference materials and case examples for advertisers to understand VR advertising and get involved in VR communication. In addition, the paper is also relevant in educating the advertising audience about the emerging VR advertising, and it provides a reference for the advertising audience to improve their media literacy. Therefore, the relevance of this paper exists at three levels: advertisers, technology platforms, and advertising audiences, and the conclusions of the study provide development strategies for the three main actors of advertising campaigns to understand VR advertising.

2. Related Work

VR advertising is the most emerging form of advertising nowadays, but few books have been written on this topic, and most of the relevant discussions are focused on journals and online platforms with high timeliness. VR online marketing advertising is a form of advertising in which audiences wear VR headsets to experience products or services online using cell phones or computers and other Internet terminal devices. Because of its convenience, large audience, and ease of data statistics, it has attracted the attention of many brands, and various kinds of online experiential advertising have also let audiences have a “VR addiction” [13]. A typical example of VR online marketing advertising is the new Mercedes-Benz “long wheelbase E-Class” VR ad launched by Sohu and Mercedes-Benz, which has also become an innovative move in the new media industry and automotive advertising. The format of the ad is to jump into the "VR Panorama Ad" page through the Sohu page ad, a new E-Class sedan parked in front of a glass office building; the user can swipe the phone 360 degrees to “walk” around the car to observe; when the user clicked on the LED headlights, the car lights will automatically light up and pop up. When the user clicks on the LED headlights, the lights will automatically light up and a detail page introducing its performance will pop up [14]. In addition, users can also remotely experience the “autoparking” function and can also click “scene switch” to experience the steering wheel details and stereo sound effects inside the car.
In order to ensure the advertising effect and user experience, the ad has impeccable details, and any component in the car can be felt by the users by clicking and popping up the details page. This VR live-action experience ad breaks away from the conventional film and TV commercial format and dares to break through the experiment, making the ad itself with a strong sense of immersion and technology [15]. At the same time, the contemporary and intelligent form of the ad coincides with the slogan of the Mercedes-Benz E-Class long wheelbase car, “The wise, the great,” making the ad a technology news at the same time and spreading the effect with half the effort. The ads are usually in the form of paid experiences [16]. The audience wears VR glasses with a gamepad, and the VR glasses are interconnected with the computer terminals. The content of the ads is mainly in the form of VR live-action games and live-action homes, aiming to sell VR equipment and promote VR technology. The audience can experience the latest technology through the many projects in this offline “VR experience”; the most common forms of VR games are VR surgery, VR brush, VR CS, etc., in addition to VR smart home, VR bike, VR live roller coaster, etc. Unlike gamers sitting in front of computers and TVs, VR games are set in an exceptionally realistic scenario, where the audience is stimulated by a combination of auditory, visual, tactile, and other senses, seeing objects and scenes beyond reality, so the audience will hide, run, and attack as in real games; they can also walk around freely in the kitchen of VR smart homes, open cabinets, and unscrew faucets [17].

The VR offline experiential advertising also defines this new technology as a “toy,” penetrates into the audience with a game, and takes “live experience” as the biggest attraction for “attention economy” marketing [18]. The biggest highlight is the “attention economy” marketing. The advertisers have opened the door to a new world for their audiences and at the same time have profited from the new technology as a marketing tool and have made a significant contribution to the promotion and popularization of “VR for all.” Although TV and online ads can easily restore or recreate scenes, VR goes beyond TV and the Internet in that it is no longer limited to visual perception but rather to deeper sensory stimulation, such as smell, touch, taste, and other stimuli [19]. Therefore, the “scene” and “experience” have become the pursuit of VR advertising, changing the traditional advertising pursuit of images, words, and symbols corresponding to the framework of the constraints, which lighten the unnecessary auxiliary factors, the “scene” and “experience” in the first place. At the same time, traditional advertising needs to abstract the core value elements of products or services for symbolic packaging, in order to achieve the correspondence between products and symbols, so as to create the symbolic qualities as the unique selling point of the brand [20]. Therefore, traditional advertisements need to use words, music, colors, and other elements to make comprehensive packaging, but VR advertising no longer needs such meaningless blind packaging, nor does it need brands to shape the spiritual value or symbolic connotation of products [21]. Instead, through the sensory stimulation brought by the “immersive and interactive” all-round scenes, audiences can experience the brand culture and stimulate the desire to buy.

3. 3D Visual Communication of VR Advertising

3.1. MediaSmart Media Advertising Fusion. VR is immersive, and it allows consumers to be fully engaged in the real world virtualized by VR and can attract consumers in a short period of time, giving them a strong sense of immersion and enabling them to have an extremely realistic and authentic experience in contact with the virtual environment. It can be said that VR (virtual reality) technology combines the advantages of three-dimensional advertising and interactive advertising to demonstrate the functions and characteristics of the products. People can not only view the performance and appearance of the product through VR (virtual reality) devices but also experience the fun of the product firsthand. The VR medium is three-dimensional, and the three-dimensional images of the images can bring a great visual experience to the consumers. In the traditional media era, we capture content through the eyes. When people read advertisements, they will start to associate the things that newspapers, books, and other media make to describe, and consumers can form imagination in their minds after receiving the content of the advertisement. The textual description of the original appearance of things can be endless imagination, in this age of seeing is believing, and cannot let consumers really understand the appearance of goods and the use of VR three-dimensional technology. In order to allow consumers more intuitively see the appearance and even internal structure of goods, the intelligent media era of virtual reality advertising was born, as shown in Figure 1. The VR media has characteristics, advanced VR technology based on modern platforms public media products based on modern platforms, flexible media portfolio becomes a reality, and messages can be put into carefully prepared advertising content in each VR device at any time. So the result of the integration of 3D advertising and interactive advertising is not to simplify advertising but to give it more personalization and appeal. The VR media change consumer information contact behavior; in the age of smart media, the change of consumer information contact behavior is accompanied by changes in the media.

If the existing 3D advertising and interactive advertising can be integrated and gradually form a unified model, then it can provide consumers with “personalized” information and bring a fashion culture to the young consumer group, such as 3D images to attract consumers’ attention and interactive advertising to follow up the satisfaction of today’s trends. The interactive ads follow the satisfaction of today’s trends.

In the era of intelligent media how to integrate three-dimensional advertising and interactive advertising, the author found after research, first of all, from sensory integration to experience integration. Most of the current advertisements are in the visual aspect, which are brought by simple advertising design and special effects operation, and consumers can only stay in the sensory visual experience of advertising. With the continuous development and application of VR technology, the future immersion experience will be more realistic. Second, from one-way communication to interactive communication integration, despite the advantages of traditional media advertising in creativity and special effects, but cannot change the status quo of one-way communication of advertising, it is
difficult for consumers to interact with advertising. However, at this stage, too many experience technologies can only stay on some websites or touch screen and other devices. If you want to have an interactive experience in advertising films, you must use the interactive characteristics of VR media to integrate 3D advertising and interactive advertising. Advertising not only has a three-dimensional display technology, but also can interact with consumers, so that consumers are actively choose the need for advertising, enjoy the fun brought by advertising. In the process of using VR media technology to integrate three-dimensional advertising and interactive advertising, advertisers will slowly reduce the use of traditional media. As VR technology becomes more and more mature, consumers are no longer just passive recipients. In other words, advertising is truly people-oriented. After the above analysis, I believe that when designing VR advertising, we need to focus on consumer immersion experience and interactive experience, using the characteristics of VR to design a real interactive environment to give consumers a better experience.

3.2. Stimulate Consumption and Reduce Costs Based on VR Technology. VR media change the behavior of consumer motivation. In the traditional media advertising era, most consumers will think that the media broadcast on the product has no problem. Often the advertising goods and brands equivalent to advertising companies, so when the consumers need to buy advertising goods, they will get information from the ads. But with the advent of the era of smart media, countless commodity ads broadcast on a variety of media has entered the era of ubiquitous advertising, especially the price reduction of electronic display products, the cost of advertising media is getting lower and lower, and the consumers began to change the past existing advertising viewing habits, from the beginning of passive acceptance of advertising to take the initiative to understand advertising and thus better able to search for the goods they need through the use of smart media VR. The use of intelligent media VR equipment forms of a sense of immersion in the real world. For advertisers, paying close attention to and even predicting the development trend of advertising and media make them willing to invest more time, money, and attention to advertising media. Because VR as a medium of advertising is a full-sensory immersive experience, with the advantages of both three-dimensional immersive experience and interactive advertising, allowing people to enter a fully immersive virtual reality realm, in this real "world," consumers can experience advertising more deeply and realistically, thus attracting a large number of consumers. Among the media used by young people, due to the rapid improvement of the performance and functions of electronic products, young people have more interest and dependence on the use of smart media, as shown in Figure 2. Nowadays, young advertising consumers are more attracted to 3D display media and media with interactive features, and advertisers are constantly trying to integrate the two technologies. As VR technology matures, VR-based media is becoming more available and, of course, more affordable. The use of VR technology not only allows consumers to view immersive 3D images but also allows consumers to independently select the ads they want, experience the interactivity of the product at home, and share their experiences and feelings in a timely manner, using consumer interactive reviews to advocate for the ad, making it better for promotion and distribution.

From the current technology, traditional media advertising has now formed a certain scale and experience, technology is also more mature, there is a fixed consumer base, and the popularity of VR devices is not high, so the study of VR technology is not very deep. The market use is not mature enough, because the development of three-dimensional advertising and interactive advertising has been more common. However, as for how to really put three-dimensional advertising and interactive advertising together, I think designers need to constantly upgrade their technical experience, think about how to improve the high level of consumer interaction and experience, and expand the influence of VR advertising on the market gravity, so that advertisers can create and design ads based on the characteristics of VR (virtual reality). By attracting consumers to promote VR devices and VR advertising, the integration will be faster and faster. Virtual reality advertising is popular in China and other countries as a new marketing model. In recent years, the 3D technology of VR has been widely used, using various techniques of virtual reality technology. For example, in the case of fierce competition in the real estate industry, the original form of real estate display has been difficult to meet the actual needs of consumers. Therefore, the real estate industry must grasp the trend of market development, making full use of the latest technology at present, breaking the original monolithic three-dimensional display on customers through the virtual reality sensors, and giving customers a strong three-dimensional sense of scene, which allows customers to walk in different house types and rooms and at the same time choose different decoration styles and furniture according to their preferences through the interactive function and to really feel the scene after decoration, which not only saves a lot of investment in model rooms and different decoration for the real estate industry but also greatly stimulates customers’ desire to buy, which makes the sales of origin products grow rapidly (as shown in Figure 3).
3.3. **VR Display Advertising Design Practice.** This advertisement is designed based on VR (virtual reality) technology as the medium. Through the analysis and research of the previous article, the author uses the design methods and design ideas summarized in the previous article as a practical guide; adopts the form of 3D immersive design interface, which can intuitively represent the real campus landscape and facilities; and adopts interactive design, which can interactively experience each landscape and facility and flexibly display each part of the campus to achieve the advertising. Because of its excellent immersion and immersion, the audience experiences the sensory stimulation even beyond the real, so the VR offline experience game is called “black technology” by users. The interactive design allows for interactive experience of each landscape and facility and flexible display of each part of the campus and achieves the advertising effect. This time, I did not choose ads with commercial nature but chose noncommercial ads with humanistic nature, hoping to promote the school with the help of VR media, so that more people can understand the charm of Ningjunyuan and integrate the culture of Ningjunyuan. In this advertisement, users can browse and watch the advertisement through computer or VR display device, and the typical buildings can be operated interactively. In order to reflect the authenticity of the display ads, the campus is filmed with an aerial camera for a bird’s-eye view, and 3D max software is used to model the internal scenes of important buildings, especially the university’s Union Building, and Pano2VR software is used to create hotspot interactions, so that users can use the virtual elevator to reach each floor and start consulting and answering questions with relevant university departments, or they can reach each branch of the university and become familiar with its specialties and advantages. That is to say, when a technology is applied to real life, its subsequent effects and consequences will not belong to the scope of human control; at the same time, people are addicted to the technological pleasure brought by technology on the one hand and are manipulated by this technological “pleasure” on the other hand.

The audience’s sensory perception of information is roughly divided into the following five stages (Figure 4). The first stage is the initial stimulation stage of external physical information, and there is no great difference in the audience’s perception of information at this stage; the second stage is the physiological filtering layer of the audience, i.e., the sensory stage. The third stage is the audience’s psychological filtering layer; that is, the audience’s own personalization and personality characteristics will be the second screening of information, and the role of emotion is the most important part of the link; the fourth stage is the audience’s awareness of the product or brand. The fifth stage is the establishment of the cognitive profile, which has a certain chance; the audience’s cognitive profile is not in the inevitable state that it will be established, but the confirmation is after the audience’s perceived positioning of the brand or commodity awareness. It is a confirmation stage. In addition, the establishment of this stage will also provide feedback to the previous stages, and the desire for information generated by the establishment of the cognitive profile will have a rebound effect on the audience’s mental and physical filters and continue to influence the audience’s subsequent perception process.

In the eyes of “technological determinists,” “technology is an independent force that develops according to its own logic, and although it arises from human needs, once it becomes a climate, it can easily become a wild horse out of human control.” For example, before the technology of television was invented, there were no “TV people” and “container people.”
of the audience with autonomous and emotional characteristics, but “use” however is a dynamic process compared with the two and is a practical part of the construction of the audience’s aesthetic psychological mechanism. After the construction of audience aesthetic mechanism based on audience sensory perception is completed, the subsequent behavior and psychology of the audience will also have a greater impact on the communication effect. The “use and satisfaction” communication process model shows the two main factors of demand generation (Figure 5), namely, social conditions and personal characteristics; after demand generation, the audience will choose the type of media based on media impressions and media contact possibilities and then engage in media contact. The whole process is bifurcated at the media contact stage, where the media that satisfies the audience’s needs will in turn act on the media impression, and the audience will continue to seek other means of satisfaction if the media does not satisfy their needs. For advertising planners, VR creative will further unleash the imagination. Currently, there is only one way to combine VR and mobile marketing, so VR advertisers should work to innovate and inspire a richer and more diverse form of VR advertising.

From the above analysis, we can see that media impressions and media exposure possibilities are the key aspects of audience needs to be satisfied. In today’s society, the richness of media forms gives audiences enough mobility and variety in their choices, so they pay more attention to their own physical and psychological pleasure of communication. This “selective exposure” gives audiences a great sense of pleasure and power, and they are more likely to follow their own media logic for media selection. This sensory perception also influences the image of VR media, and the positive image of the media attracts more and more attention from the audience. The development of VR advertising has received a great deal of attention in the past year, and it is very important for the audience to have a sense of satisfaction. The development of VR advertising has received a lot of attention in the past year, and people are full of curiosity and expectation for the new technology which is extremely human and interesting.

The derivation of new media and technologies represents a major advancement in human technology, and human beings have made remarkable achievements in the process of
transforming the world. What we need to do is to take a high theoretical and global view of the transformation of real life by the new medium of VR advertising and to compare the properties of the new medium with those of the old medium, trying to understand the development of the new medium at its inception, as shown in Figure 6. The emergence of "immersive people" has reshaped the aesthetic psychology of advertising audiences; we are moving away from the "visual is king" approach. We are changing from a "visual" cognitive approach to a "multisensory-stimulating experience"-based exploration channel. All these changes prove that the change of media technology eventually leads to the renewal of the aesthetic characteristics of advertising.

First, VR advertisers should reject the temptation to strengthen their own ethical awareness. The Chinese VR user research report launches storm magic mirror in conjunction with the national advertising research institute on March 18, 2016. Now, Meng Consulting Agency has released the "Chinese VR user behavior research report," which report on China’s VR users to conduct in-depth research; and in a comprehensive analysis of the current VR user behavior for the first time. The survey involved 15 provinces and cities across the country, and a total of 5,626 analysis samples were taken. The survey involved 5,626 samples taken from 15 provinces and cities for analysis. One of the survey data for the "top 10 VR industries of interest to users" showed that heavy users and light users voted 54.2% and 44.8%, respectively, for "VR adult entertainment" (Figure 7). At present, more and more technology companies are investing in VR adult entertainment. Facing such audience and market situation, VR advertisers must strengthen their own ethical awareness, pay attention to their own moral shape, and not disrupt the whole VR market communication order because of immediate self-interest. Second, VR advertisers should strengthen their own strengths and improve their ability to innovate. In the face of the burgeoning VR market, advertisers should break the limits of the format and be willing to try more and fresher ways of communication. Fu Chuanzhi, general manager of Airwave mobile marketing at Omnicom Media Group, said, “For brand owners, VR devices will become the main link to consumers.”

By focusing on the aesthetic characteristics of VR advertising as an object of study, the new aesthetic trends that emerge will have implications for both VR advertising research and the development of the advertising industry itself. The new characteristics of the aesthetic characteristics of advertising are inevitably disruptive to the existing visual culture: the role of "symbols" is gradually weakened. VR advertising has extremely demanding technical requirements, and any substandard
equipment will have a direct impact on the effectiveness of VR advertising, so VR advertisers should improve their business capabilities, learn from the early start of VR technology and the development of mature foreign technology companies, and develop a series of technical development strategies combined with their own. First, technology platforms should improve their strengths and overcome technical barriers. Although VR advertising represents the most technological advertising available, there are still inevitable embarrassments in the technical equipment level. For example, the high price of VR devices, compared to smartphones, poses a barrier to audience reception, as shown in Figure 8; in addition, VR devices are prone to vertigo and discomfort due to their ultra-realistic panoramic views. How to break the price barrier and pave the way for the popularity of VR are the problems that VR technology platform needs to face. How to overcome the technical problems and make the audience’s experience reach an extremely unforgettable level is the proposition that the technology platform should be developed first.

First of all, VR advertising audience should strengthen their own media literacy. First, they should learn and master the ability to use new media means or equipment, which is the most basic ability that VR advertising audience should have; second, they should have the ability to read media information, that is, the reading and understanding of information; third, they should develop their own critical and questioning ability of media information, so that they will not be blinded by the complex information; fourth, they should strengthen the ability to collect, process, produce, and publish information. This is also the core ability that “immersion people” should have when they evolve to the stage of integration with the media. The shaping of the audience’s “media literacy” is also an extremely important part of bridging the “digital divide.” The audience should be aware of their “self-media” identity and strengthen their sense of responsibility and existence, so that they can sharpen their eyes in the face of temptation. Secondly, “opinion leaders” should also play their own role in guiding and cultivating the aesthetic ability of the audience. VR is currently the hottest medium of communication, and the trend has just emerged so that many companies and individuals cannot help but follow a trend, so the current communication market VR ads are numerous and mixed, not without some collective and individual exploit. The law has been broken, and some groups and individuals are taking advantage of it to disseminate information that is contrary to social mores. Mainstream media and opinion leaders should be aware of their own orientation and promote risk awareness to their advertising audiences. They should also be aware of their social responsibility to not promote VR ads that contain bad information in order to attract attention.

5. Conclusion

VR (virtual reality) has created a unique advertising logic, and its extension and experience in the field of advertising integration fully combine the immersion, three-dimensionality, and special services of VR (virtual reality) into the field of advertising, demonstrating its distinctive consumer attributes, which are released as a consumer attribute of communication. But the continued maturity and development of technology will give rise to more advanced communication media, and each new media replacing the old media is a huge test for human beings. The change of media has its own “constant”: we have to follow the old media, use the existing communication theory to verify the new media, and find the fit between communication theory research and social development in order to move forward in the turbulent stream of media change. “Whereas in the past interaction was the darling of a particular scenario, now consumption defines the properties of a certain product, a certain kind of release or liberation, and these dogmas are readily available whenever and wherever they are.” In terms of broader content, it can be said that VR (virtual reality) or its equivalent is the perfect interplay of media people and crowds’ tastes. The research on the integration of 3D animated ads and interactive ads under VR technology is launched, and the research on 3D stereoscopic and interactive design of advertisements in the era of smart media is a reflection and exploration of the future language of advertising design. In the era of smart media, the ads realized through the fusion of VR technology will become a new trend in the future development of advertising. The integration of 3D advertising and interactive advertising makes VR as a new medium in the age of intelligent media that has a new way out in the advertising industry, which can more easily and quickly replace the traditional media-based advertising methods, allowing consumers to have a more realistic and personalized advertising experience. In the future, mainstream media and opinion leaders should be aware of their own orientation and promote risk awareness to their advertising audiences.
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